Hot specs

THese daYs it’s noT eNougH to just haVe fuNky framEs for youR preScriptiOn speCs. iN the faShiOn staKes, i’ts aBouT winG BlinG

**OSIRIS**

**Vivid green half-rims with splashy, salmon-pink wings. $199 for two pairs.**

**GUCCI**

Bold, all-white acetate frames - very Jackie O. $176.95

**DOLCE & GABBAHa**

Red frames with a subtle weave pattern and iconic D&G gold stamp. $499

**DKNY**

Sleek, modern lines in dark green, turquoise and shining silver. $279

**CHRISTIAN Dior**

These regal frames feature cutaway metal detailed wings. $300.95

**LINDberG**

Look closely: the rimless Spirit range keeps the face looking light. $680

**DKNy**

Sleek, modern lines in dark green, turquoise and shining silver. $279

**PRAda**

Tortoiseshell acetate frames with a surprising lilac trim around the lenses. $620.95

**DOlCe & gaBBAnA**

Red frames with a subtle weave pattern and iconic D&G gold stamp. $499

**EMPORIO ARMANI**

These frames are intricately monogrammed in stylish green and white. $140.95

**RED OR DEAD**

Simple black frames with a smooth python print on the wing. $299 for two pairs.

**SPECsaVERs**

Candy frames in contrasting turquoise and burgundy. $179 for two pairs.

**SPECsaVERs**

Unleash your inner animal with these zebra print wings. $199 for two pairs.

**OSIRIS**

Contemporary monochrome frames with transparent wings. $299 for two pairs.